Designed to manage the
rapidly changing deployment
needs of today’s field forces,
MapAnything TerrAlign offers
the most advanced territory
design, visualization, and
optimization technologies.

MapAnything TerrAlign is the only enterprise-class territory design solution with robust optimization that is
directly integrated with Salesforce and MapAnything.
• Increase revenue and maximize sales resource capacity
• Improve morale and reduce turnover with equitable territory design
• Easily design or realign future territories without affecting current plans
• Ensure every opportunity to create revenue is uncovered
• Communicate territory configurations inside the CRM

Companies that invest in territory management software capabilities will gain 1% to 3% more revenue than they
otherwise would have achieved.
Gartner, Top Processes for CRM Sales, January 2010

MapAnything TerrAlign, the first fully cloud-based, enterprise-level, territory design and optimization solution,
allows business leaders to quickly and efficiently create better territories that maximize sales resource capacity.
Easily compute how many sales reps are needed and determine exactly where they need to be.

Advance Territory Management & Optimization
Build and realign optimized territories which maximize geographic potential
and reach. Drive morale with equitable, efficient territories that enable reps
to service more accounts in less time, with the information they need at
their fingertips.

Leverage Optimized Territories to Create
Optimal Routes & Schedules
Create the foundation for the most comprehensive territory plans for your field
reps, complete with daily and weekly routes that yield more visits in less time.
Maximize capacity of your field resources by leveraging drive-time and road
networks to put routes in the right place.

Manage Territories Inside of Salesforce
Maximize investments by leveraging a complete territory design and
maintenance solution certified and integrated with Salesforce. Easily
manage and communicate territory configurations with leaders and
field reps. Quickly create, view, and share reports or dashboards that
visualize territory success.

About MapAnything
MapAnything offers the industry’s leading geo-enabled field productivity solutions that leverage mapping and
optimization technologies. We enable our customers to maximize the productivity of their sales and service resources.
MapAnything is the only global Enterprise Platform that allows the user to go from Territory Design and Planning, thru
to Field Execution and Visualization of results.
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